Sunday Council Minutes Sep 28th

Safe space: let people be human, man. We share experiences and stories,
not gossip. Don’t yuck my yum . Acknowledge people’s histories. Allow
for emotions. Use I statements please.
DO not attack people, address issues.
Utilize safe space ideas for VOCs.
But Jalissa!? What’s a VOC!?
A VOC is a vote of confidence- feedback for the managers. Address the
manager position, not people! Hopefully open tonight- otherwise open
tomorrow by 10 am.
PLEASE GIVE FEEDBACK- ITS HELLA IMPORTANT. We have to reach
quorum. JALISSA IS SHAKING IN HER BOOTS CONCERNING WHETHER
OR NOT PEOPLE WILL VOTE AND REACH QUORUM.
Member Announcements/ Warm and fuzzies. and shit
Thanks for dinner!
“happy birthday to you, happy birthday to you, happy birthday little
Matthew (celebratory noises), happy birthday to you”
Mitar thanks everyone for the participation today!
L says she will be gone next weekend, so someone needs to take minutes.
Cries are heard throughout. Some parties hold onto her leg beg her not
to leave. L admits, they’re big shoes (size 7) to fill, but believes someone
could scrap it together within them to do it.
Basil without a trace of sarcasm laughs and says “sick joke L”

Thanks Zach for doing your drum circle thing- it rocked! budda bah.
Manager Announcements
Maya
We have received order binder and can see what we have for food.
(Stop just asking her- look it up)
We have a chest freezer now. It’s where we have ice cream, chick
patties, and further shit.
Crystal
FINING DATE!!! Talk to her!!
Not going to be so lenient with blown hours- watch it.
Roman
Hey! if you asked me to order something- send me an email- and also
be aware it takes some time, man.
Next weekend Maya and Roman is going to teach people how to cook
simple things. Not so subtle hint that we should make food with
produce rather than just eat cereal.1
James (looking dapper with his new haircut, oh and a nice necklace!
Is that a new shirt?! 10/10)
They are missing a drill.
If you spill something, no need to cry or shit, just clean it up, or tell a
manager.
Email if you want to return a tool.
Use maintenance request form.
Kelly and Gary
Should we get clotheslines?
What about shower timers? yes? yes?
1

This is the editorializing of the scribe,

Soft plastic recycling! Do not forget. When about to throw something
away, if it soft and plastic, recycle it.
Also use shower buckets!
“Shower buckets rock! loooveee you! good nightttt clooynne court!” Kelly
screams like a rock star.
Graham
Travis publically shamed for not cleaning bathroom.
Only 56% people have been cleaning their bathrooms.
“Y’all are dirty” Kelly comments.
“L did her bathroom this morning and she’s so great. Way to do it on
time! Good job L”2
taking Thursday, Friday, and Saturday off. Graham will be missed.
(party while dad is away?)
Travis tries to redeem himself by taking bathroom check Thursday.
Graham says do HI.
Graham throws further shade on Travis, turns out he also has been
catting on HI promises.
Aron
Consent workshops this week! Mandatory
Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday at 7.
Sunday at 2.
Pay your God Damn Health Fees.
Super hi tech health survey out.
Christie Friend from Kingman
Inviting us to People of Color Circle at CZ.
Every Wednesday at 7.
Travis and Jake
Board rep. Look at email.
2

This dialogue may have been fabricated, but implied.

Kelly swings Maria around in the kitchen with surprising strength.
Travis has office hours Monday from 8-9! this wweek.
Zach
HEY PARTY PEOPLE
talk to him if you have an idea.
Stephanie
Thanks for your help.
Corn Bread!
Jalissa
Do VOCs please.
Manager meeting- sorry about exec pre council. It was about a personal
issue, and therefore we had to do it. IT’s the only thing we talked
about, we’re hella sorry about it. We all want to be transparent.
Don’t forget Emergency Preparedness workshop tmw night!
Mae: Motions to add an extended guest- Rachel- to agenda.
Five Minutes.
Seconded.
added.
Stephanie: Motions to add three minute action item for HI budget to
agenda.
Seconded.
added.
Drew
Hackerspace meeting tomorrow at 9 in basement.
Collin
Katie wants to come and mingle. She is the co-op experience manager.
When can she come to dinner?

Turns out only Monday or Tuesday.
Stephanie is the only vote, but turns out she’ll come Monday.
Does anyone like free t-shirts?----- yes.
They’re not free. If you give a tour at 5 on Oct 10th.
Bobby
We have scantrons and green book in the study rooms. It would be cool
to put
Stephanie
Vegan meals The week of the 6th? Not sure. Food politics meeting?
Decadance coming to dinner either this Friday or next.
Maria
Motion to add hexi yurt conversation to agenda.
Has a barn. oh no hexi-yurt??
Wants to build it. Would be ideal about for a yes space.
Can we build it?
Hexi-yurt.
Adds this to the agenda.
Some moos, lone nay from Mitar (does he have beef with yurts?)
Discussion about the hexi yurt.
They bought it for Burning man.
Want to build it.
People pretty much aren’t sure what it looks like.
Going to table it until we have a picture?
10-6-6. Table rule.
A solid 35 minutes into council, we do not have quorum.
Maria says we’ll wait to talk about it.
People all grumpy about how we don't have quorum.

Going to move to the presentation because we have to wait for quorum
for action items.
Cloyne Task Force Presentation By Natalia
Will ask her to send out the slides.
Really talented public speaker.
We are in phase 3 (after Phase 1- establishment, phase 2- clean)
We aren’t sure if it's a success. Natalia’s job is to do this. Wants us to
participate.
So we can now adjust things. Have discussion of the set up, and what
we want to do.
Zach raises point that he feels uncomfortable about how this is all
working out

Mae: wants to motion to have Rachel as extended guest.
Jake- what does this mean?
She will stay for more than the 7 day thing.
Will stay in Mae’s room for two nights a week.
If using resources she will pay for food and workshift.
21-2-7
Passes

We are going to try to have a longer discussion about the task force. We
may choose to dissolve it.
…searching for quarum…

Travis, Claire, and Stephanie make elephant noises
Don't have qurorum.
oh also –Tuesday at 11:30. we have an inspection

Motion to discuss the cloyne task force
11-12-6
Doesn't pass.
Stephanie’s thing- asking for 300 dollars for frosty glass on bathrooms.
For her HI.. it would be less than that. Probably less than 250. But
budgeting.
Call to question.
Unanimous for passing. thanks steph for aiding our privacy.

House level boarding discussion
Rachel presents. It is at other houses. Save contract- but boarder rather
than member. Rather than BSC in contract, it would be our house.
House level boarders do not have to be full time students.
Would pay same rate as central and do workshift.
Could have more money in kitchen.
Rachel says tis would benefit her- she pays in karma box and does
workshift but it would make things easier. Rachel says that she’s a part
time studet
House level boarders do not vote in council.
Mitar says the money argument is not good enough- it should be about
adding to community. We should not try to be shady around central
level.
Zach: we should be allowed to have the power to make moves about
having house level boarding.
Mitar: I think some of the money of house boarding should go to
central office for operating costs.
maya: we can have 5.56 of dues to food budget, but have rest of money
go to central.
Jake: some house boarders were problems at CZ.

L: I house level boarded at Davis, and It was rad. We should keep it.
Have a sponsor.
Jake asks how it would be different.
Rachel says it would make workshift different. And she would be more
culpable as a member. She’s already following things, but it would be
good.
thoughts about if we can just put this in the by law discussion?
House level boarders can be PNG’d.
Brian: concerned about how we cant quite sustain right now.
Rachel leaves room to discuss- and I don't think I can put those in the
minutes.
Stephanie motions to put more time.
Five minutes added.
Kelly motions to have this tasked to the by-law committee and then
they will bring it to council next week for us to vote on
Still no quorum. Mitar pretends to be Maya. He’s not thought. We all
know it.
unanimously decide to do that.
Mitar
Wants to make sure its okay to buy four more routers. (some internet
shit) 250 each.
And wants to make sure its okay to move routers so some people don’t
have just their own. People cant have own AP (what is this…) Not
cooperative he says.
Wants the power to be able to move that
Also wants to order two chrome casts- $140.
no quorum.
mitar says “no internet for you.”

Brian moves this to a giant vote.

ayyyeeeeee. says everyone.

Now going to vote to make Mitar happy.
all say yes.
Mitar leaps with happiness.

Boxing Bobby
IN spirit of sports.
Wants to pass the other room that no ones uses in the basement for
another work out room. mat room!
lots of co ops have fight club. ---lots of jokes about breaking the first
and second rules of fight club.
Wants to have a fight club next weekend. or whenever.
its fun to watch and participate he says. It builds character.
Paints beautiful metaphor of fighting against life and getting up.
Mitar asks about legal ramifications of fight club.
still no quorum.
Graham suggests we change qurorum since this is a problem.
Now we have a problem we cant do that without qurorum.
Got it.
Vote to make that one room a mat room.
Passes.
Zach motions to add to the agenda the change of quorum cause this
shit is ridiculous.
Sage suggests we put it on next week.

Natalia: this is consistent problem. no one is being disenfranchised. just
people are busy. to do this next week would allow people to come if
they have problems.
Donya says lets bring a snack. Says she is a psych major. this is legit.
All those in favor of adding five minutes about quorum:
motion fails.
Bobby fight night
I want to do it. We have everything. lets vote. should probably order
mouth pieces.
L asks how often do people do people fight sober?
Bobby : people might be safer.
Kelly: it is dangerous, not inherently violent.
Claire: someone had a collar bone broken.
Bobby: no choice. and that kid was shit faced.
brian: maybe it's a good thing, but lets have more information about it.
suggest we rescind the motion.
Bobby: maybe we have a workshop.
Justin: I like brains.

this is bad.

james: not always violent. sometimes I fight people and then I eat pizza
with them.
bobby: people would have to be invited.
We are going to talk about this later.

http://youtu.be/i2lmFCqbJcI

Mitar suggests sex club

Mantainance Purschase Request

wants to buy an le3ctricy usage monitor. 25$
also a laminator is $30. Great investment. Really cute little graph
showing how it would pay for itself!
Laminate that! Says graham!
Has huge spreadshit of shit he needs. Look at it. $1600.
Also thinks it would be rad if we have a $200 piece for 286 piece tool
set.
Sage says this is a godo investment (so does Claire’s dad)
The tool budget has been depleted already.

Donya says lets keep it on the DL that we have only 30 people that we
don't have qurorum.
Collin points our that its easy to keep a secret with 30 people.

Passing the other 1600 budget
35-0-0
passes
Unanimous
LOST QUORUM IN 20 seconds
Bobby leaves.
everyone is PISSED. awkward position as some people were opponents to
the fight club, but now wish to engage in fight club with him.

now at it again.
199 for fancy ass tool set
34-1-0

PASSES
Laminator $45
aayyyyeyeyeyeyeyeyeyeyyeyeye
one bleat
30$ for electricity usage
AYAYYEYEYEYEYE

Does james want anything else…

